IHE
ANTI-MARXIST COT{TETI
OF

*SEIF-ADMI}IISTRATIYE SOCIATIS
by OMER HASHORVA
Ihe entire lheory ond proctice of uselt-odministrotiye sociolispr, both in form ond
in contenl, is o folsificotion ond open negotion of the Morxist-leninist theory of
scienlific sociolism, o distortion of the lrue ideos ol Morx ond lenin obouI sociolism which revives the old onorchist ideos ond theorie s ol Proudhon ond Bokunin,
of the ulUorker's Oppositionu ond other opporlunisls, present!ng lhese old onti Moxist ond onti-sociolist ideos os usomelhing new in the workers' moyementu

AT THE ?TH CONGRESS OF THE PLA, COMRADE ENVER HOXHA
srEEssED THAT yucoslAv BEvrsroNrsM, wHrcH rs oNE oF THE cnrn-r
CUBRENTS OF MODERN BEVISIONISM, BEMAINS A CONSTANT NANCTN",
JUST AS BEFORE, BECAUSE IT OFFERS R,EADY-MAEE ANTI-MARXIST
AND ANTI-SOCIALIST CONCEPTS AND PR,ACTICES TO ALL REVISIONISTS,

OPPORTUNISTS AND OTHER RENEGADES OF EVERY I(IND, WHO
EMBAR,K ON THE EOAD OF BETRAYING MARXISM-LENINISM, THE REVOLUTION AND SOCIALISM. FIRST THE KHRUSIICHEVITES AND TOGLIAT.
Trsrs aND THEN orHER REvrsroNrsrs aND oppoRTuNrsrs neV-u
DRAWN AND ARE STILL DT.AWING THEIR INSPIBATION FROM YUGOSI,AV
REVISIONISM. YUGOSLAV REVISIONISM SIILL REMAINS, ALSO, A T'EVOUBITE WEAPON IN THE HANDS OF THE INTEBNATIONAL IMPERIALIST BOURGEOISIE IN THE STRUGGLE AGAINST TTIE REVOLUTION,

SOCIALISM AND THE LIBERATION MOVEMENTS,

while concentrating its in order to expose its anti-Marxist
first of all against Soviet and anti-socialist theo::ies and practiKhrushchevite revisionism, as the main ces, and this it will continue in the
and most dangerous trend of modern future. In particular, the Party and
r'evisionisrn, at the same time, our Par- comrade Enver Hoxha have exposed
ty has continued its principled strug- and wiII continue to expose the demagle against Yugoslav revisionism, too, gogy of the Yugoslav revisionists in
with the so-called ..self-ad, connection
ministrative
Therefore,

struggle

socialism,,, rvhich is being

advertized rvith increasing vigour both
by the Yugoslav revisionists themselves, as lvell as by the other modern
revisionists and opportunists in order
to disorganize the Marxist-Lenjnist forces and the genuine revoluticinary forces

of the world.

Yugoslav revisionisn was prepared
as a special political and ideological
agency of US and Br.itish imperialism back in the period of th'e Second World War. After the war, masquerading as ..socialists> and <.eorrltaunists", the Yugoslav revisionists as-

of the ..Trojan horse',
..fifth
and the
colurnn" in the ranks
of the socialist countries and the insumed the role

ternational communist movement in

,,
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order to undermine and destroy social-

ism and the dictatorship of the proIetariat from within, by means of sabotage, espionage, and plots. However
thanks to the vigilance and the firm,
principled struggtre r,',.aged by J. V.
Stalin and the Inform Bureau, by the
PLA and comrade Enver Hoxha, the
Yugoslav revisionists were publicly exposed and unmasked as traitors +"o
Nlarxism-Lenlnism and social.ism, as
an :rgency of imperialism.
Af ter this, continuing their role as
the political and ideological agency of
imperialism, in conformitl, with the
new conditions,' the Yugoslav revisionists formulated and brought out a
whole system of anti-Marxist revisionist views, as a means of diversion
against Marxlsm-Leninism, socialism
and th,e revolution. To this ,end. in order to fight and discredit true socialism, the Yugoslav revisionists began to advertize the construction in
their country of their <<specific socialism* which, dressed up in Marxist
phraseology, they opposed to scientific
socialism.

The

essence

of aII the

theorizing

about ..specific socialismo is the anti-

Marxist idea that there cannot be
just one socialism, but that in different countries and periods there can
be various ..kinds- of socialism. Deliberately misusing the corr,ect MarxistLeninist thesis of applying MarxismLeninism in a creative manner to the
specific conditions of each country and
distorting this thesis, the Yugoslav revisionists allege rhat there ale no universal laws for the construction of socialism common to all countries, that
each country may build socialism according to its own desires and so on.

In fact, Marxism-Leninism

teaches

us that there is only one socialism. At

all times and in every place, it is
built on the basis of universal 1aws

and princlp)es, which are always the
sarne and common to all countries,
regardless of the specific conditions 6f
,each ,country. Such fundamental issues

as ensuring the leading role of the
Marxist-Leninist party, the defence
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and oonsrant str,engthening oI the dictatorship oI the protetarrat, the hegemonic role or tne worKing c1ass, the
liquidatron oI captrallsI ownershrp and

neC-state nanagement

the establisirment of soctahst ownership over the means of production, the
burlding of socla-tlsm on the basis oi
the consisrcnt lvaBing or the class
struggle, lhe str,engthening of the alliance or the working class and the
cooperaIivist peasantl'y, the organization and management of the economy
in a planned and centralized way on
the basis of the princrple oI democratic centralism, etc., are laws and prin-

tably to the developmenl of bureaucracy oi the socialist state. It is preclsely this *kind of socialismo, bo
which they have attached the label
of *self-adminlstrative socialism*, that

ciples indlspensable for aIi countries
which embark -on the road to socialism, are laws oI a universal character which recognise no national boundaries. Naturally, despite the unity of
principal features and laws, i.n the

of

socialism in dilferent
countri,es, lt must be born in mind tha-t
the form, methods and rates of construction of socialism may differ io
conformity with the concnete conditions of each country, but ahvays acting on the basis of these laws and neconstruction

ver negating them, as the Yugoslav
revisionists are doing in fact.
At the beginning of the 50's, Yugoslav revisionists, concretizing their antiMarxist idea of ..specific socialism",
declared to the world that they were
renouncing the ..state socialist system>
which they had been implem,enting up
till that time, because they had allegedly discovered a new kind of <.socialism,', the socaltred <<system of selfadministrative socialism>. In fact, the
essence of the ..se1f-administrative socialism- of the Yugoslav revisionists
is the idea that altreged1y socialism
cannot be built by conoentrating the
means of production in the hands of
the socialist state, cr.eating the state
property as the property of the entire
people and as the highest form of
socialist property, but by fragm,enting
the socialist state property into the
property of separate grouprs of workers, who allegedly administer it, directly themselves, while at th,e same
time, giving up centralized and plan-

under

of the economy,

the pretext that such a thing

inhlbits and restricts the democracy ot
the masses and allegedly leads inevi-

the Yugoslav revisionists present

as

*the best way to express the true soclalist relations of production',, as <<the
highest form of socialist ownershipand as -direct democracy in production>,, etc. '1'he Yugoslav revisionists
allege that this is the only kind of socialism

truly

based

on the

authentic

ideas and teachings of Marx and I"enin,
while they label as <<Stalinist dogmatic socialism>, as <<state bureaucratle

socialism,', and so on, that socialism
which is genuinely based and builc
on the foundation of the Marxist-Leninist doctrine, on what Marx, Engels,
Lenin and Stalin really taught.
Th,e entire theory and practice of
..self-adrninistrative socialism", both in
form and in content, is a falsification
and open negation of the MarxistLeninisb theory of scientific socialism,
a distortion of the true ideas of Marx
and Lenin about socialism whi,ch revives the g1d anarchist ideas and theo-

ries of Proudhon and Bakunin, of the
..Workers' Opposition- and other opportunists, presenting these old altiMarxist and anti-socialist ideas as <.something new in the workers' movement".

Marx and Lenin consistently defended the idea that the socialist state, the
di,ctatorship of the pr,oletariat, mu,st
concentrate all the main means of prJdu,ction in itrs own ha,nds, transforming
them into state property, into the property of the entire people, which js
the highest form of socialist property,
which it manages and administers on
behalf and in the interests of all the
rvorking people in a centralized and
planned manner. They cornbatt,ed the
Proudhonist views on ..the workers'
self-administration- and the ..workers'
factories*. condemning them as anar-
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chist ideas. In the Manifesto of the
Communist Party, Marx and Engels,
emphasized that ..The proletariat wili
use its political supremacy to wrest,
by degrees, all capital from the bour-
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n,egation of the Ieading role of the
communist party in the building of

socialism,

its transformation into

a

geoisie,

mere ..ideo)ogical" and ..orientatingl
factor>, with the argurnent that allegedly leadership by the party is in-

production

eompatible

to centralize all instruments of
in the hands of the state,
that is, of the proletariat organized as
a ruling class. . .'> (K. Marx - F. Engels,
Selected Works, vol. I, 1975 ed. p. 42).
Similarly, Lenin waged a stern strug-

with the truly decisive
role of the producer masses, who,
according to the Yugoslav revisionists,

must exercise their political influence
directly and not through the commun-

against the anarcho-syndiealist
views of the anti-party group, the

ist party, because otherrvise the role
of the party becomes a obureaucratic

..'Workers' Oppositiop-, which were ex-

despotism-, which opposes the build-

gtre

pressed

in the first

years

of

Soviet

power. This group, like the Yugoslav
revisionists today, supported the idea
of handing over factories to the workers, and of production being organized
and dir.ected not by the Soviet state
under the leadership of the Bolshevik
Party, but by a so-called .<congress of
producers>, as a representative of individual groups of working people. In

criticizing these views, V. I. Lenin

stressed that *from the theoretical
standpoint, sueh views are fundam,entally wrong, being in complete oppo-

sition to Marxism and communism(V. I. Lenin, Co1lected Works, vol. 32,

p.

sociaJ.ism.

These views are in op,en and flagrant

to the teachings of Marxism-Leninism, for, as experience
shows, it is impossible to build genuine socialism without the Ieading
role of the Marxist-I-eninist party.
V. tr. Lenin stressed, -If the unity,
strength, and the influen,ce of the revolutionary vanguard of tl-re proletariat is weakened in the slightest, this
wavering can result in nothing but the
restoration of the po"ver and property of capltalists and J'rt 6o*ngr5" (V.
I. Lenin, Collected Works, vol. 32,
opposition

pp.2B5-286).

Leadership

283).

Thus, the theoretical arguments in
support of *self-administrative socialism" are not Marxist. Cn th'e contrary, they constitute a variant of the
ideas of syndicalists and anarchists
raised to an official line and a dominant ideology in a country where the
revisionists are in power, as is the
case with Yugoslavia. And in fact, the
Yugoslav revisionists are the greatest
champions of anarchism in the world
today.

In overt opposition to

ing of

Marxism-Le-

ninism, the theor,eticians of <self-administrative socialism> pr,each that in
this kind ,of ..socialism* the role of
the communist party must be merely
ideological. The Party must not be the
leadership in the economy, the state
and the organizations of the masses
and neither rnust it be involved in

the q,uestion of cadres. The Yugoslav
revisionists try to support their open

hy the Marxist-Leninist

party do,es not hinder the decisive role
of the working class. On the contrary,
it is only under the leadership of the
Marxist-Leninist party that the working class can become a conscious or-

a decisive force, both
in the revolution and in the construction of socialism. On the other hanC,
as comrade Enver Hoxha stresses,

ganized force,

the Marxist-Leninist party means to
leave the working class without its
Ieading staff, to totally disarm the
rvorking class ln the . interests of the
bourgeolsie, to betray the working
class', (Enver Hoxha, Works, voI. 14,
p. 262). Life itself has confirmed that
it is not the ensuring of the Ieading
role of the communist party in the
state, in the economy, in the organizations of the masses, but the undermining and weakening of this role that
Ieads inevitably to the development of
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bureaucracy and degeneration

.
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of

the

party, the dictatorship of the proletariat, and the whole socialist order.
The negative experience of Yugoslavia
itsetrf, the Soviet Union, and the other
former socialist countries confirms this
completely. Tito himself has admitted that ..th,e LCY has been reduced
to an amorphous, apolitical organizationo. As a result of this, it has followed a policy disastrous to the life
of the peoples of Yugoslavia. On the
other hand, the positive experience ol
the socialist construction of our country shows clearly that the pr,eservation
and continued strengthening of the
leading role of the party in all dir,ections and fields has been and remains the main factor in the success-

ful

construction of socialism in AIbania. It is true that the masses pla5z
the decisive role in the revolution and
the construction of socialism, but al-

in every instance, under the
leadership of the Marxist-l-eninist party.
ways,

Likewise, the preachings of the
Yugoslav revisionists that allegedly
..socialism and the state, socialism and
state ownership, are incornpatible notions", in which ..the dominant role of
the state in the management of the
economy is only for a short 1lrns>, for
a ..transitional", phase, which depends
on ..the interests of the momento, such

as the narrow economic bases or the
ma jor economic difficulties, with the
elimination of which the neoessity for
the leading and organizing role of the
socialist state in the economy is also
eliminated, are thoroughly anti-Marxist. Marx and l,enin tea-ch us and the
experience of the socialist construction
confirms, not only that the socialist
state rnust be maintained and cons.'
tantJy strengthened throughout the

whole historical period of the transition from capitalism to communism,
but also that its role as the organizer
and manager of the state property in
a centralized and planned manner
must be strengthened, too. Any deviation from this fundamental principle
leads to anarchist and liberal positions,
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to the destruction of the dictatorship
of the proletariat and degeneration of
the socialist society,
During the entire period of the existence of the classes and of the class
struggle. when elements of ..bourgeois
right without the bourgeoisie,' are pre-

served and operate in the field of
payment for work, the state ownership,
as the ownership of the entire people, is the highest and leading form
of the social ownership. This is precisely what makes possible and real

the equal rights of the

masses

of

the

working people over the means of production, as well as the appropriation
of the products, on the basis of the
quantity and quality of the work done
by each member of the socialist society. This equality also makes possib1e the establishment of genuinely socialist relations in production among
the wonking people. On the other hand,
the concentration of the rneans of production in the hands of the proletarian

state,

that is, in the hands of

the

working class organized as the ruling
class, enables the latter to act as a
hegernonic class in the entire life of
the country and in a1l directi.ons and
fields of soci,ety. On the contrary, the
fragmentation of the social property
and the creation of group property,
along with negation of the leading role of the state, leads, as has occurred
in Yugoslavia, to splitting the working
class into particular groups opposed to
one another, among which competition
develops, in which ,each group seeks
to defend its own interests at the expense of the inter,ests of the whole society and the other groups of working
people. Under these conditions, the
r,vorking class in Yugoslavia no longer
a'cts as a united class in the context of
the entire country, but has long since
Iost its role as the leading and directing class in the present-day Yugoslav
society. By losing its party and state
power, the working class has been
transformed from a treading class in
pow,er into a class that is oppressed
and exploited by the new bourgeoisie,
which has concentrated all state po-

wer in its own hand and uses it as
a weapon against the working class
and the working masses.
In fact, the anti-state ideology of the
Yugoslav revisionists is intended, on the
one hand, to arouse confusion and di-

sorientation in the ranks of the true
Marxist-Leninists and revolutionaries
in oonnection with the key lrobtrem of
the Marxist-Leninist doctrine which is
the question of the state of the dictatorship of the proletariat, and, on the
other hand, to conceal th,e degeneration
of the League of the Communists of
Yugoslavia into a buorgeois party, as
well as the capitalist and exploiting
real character of the pr,esent YugosIav state, which, has not withered
away, as the Yugoslav revisionists
claim, ,but has been constantly strengthened as a weapon in the hands of
the new Yugoslav bourgeoisie for the
oppression and the exploitation of the
working masses and the peoples of

Yugoslavia. The aim of the Yugoslav revisionists, says comrade Enver Hoxha,
is to disguise their anti-socialist and

anti-Marxist ..rightisto

standpoints,

through ..leftist" slogans, such as tho-

se of workers'

self-administration

which they need in order to disguise
the development of a special type of
'capitalism.

**

*

But what sort of relations does the
so-ca11ed ..system of self-administrative socialism" represent in fact?
Today the Yugoslav economy, included within the ..system of selfadministration>>, appears as a collection of separate enterprises, independent of one another, which have been
given complete freedom of action.
These enterprises have the right to
decide for themselves the volum,e and
structure of their production, to invest
capital wherever they like, to buy and
sell rneans of production, to engage

workers and to dismiss them when
they are no longer required, to present
their products in an independent man-
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ner on the foreign and home market,;,
with complete freedom to set their prices according to supply and demand
on the ,market. As well as this, each
enterprise produces those things in
those quantities which are profitable
to it, regardless of what product the
society needs. The main PurPose of
production is profit, while the pay rates in different enterprises vary on the
basis of the profit that each enterprise makes, and there is no universal
standard to assess the PaY of all
workers according to the quantity and
quality of the work done, which is the
only correct principle for the distribution of the product to each individual in socialism. Thus, the relations
of production which emerge on the basis of the existence of group property,
are in essence, capitalist relations, relations of oppression and exploitation,
although they are Presented bY the
Yugoslav revisionists as allegedly socialist relationships.
<.The economic relationships of every
society," says F. Engels, ..present themselves, first of atl, as interests> (K.
Marx - F. Engels, Selected Works,
vol. I, 1958 ed., p.590). Thus, if we
proceed in the evaluation of th,e relations in production which exist in
Yugoslavia from the basis of the class
criterion, that is, in whose interests
thi,s property is used and v/hom it
ser\res, then it emerges that the pro-

perty altregedly self administered by
the separate groups of working peoptre is a disguised form of capitalist
property, and the relations of production based on it are also of a eapitalist nature. This truth is clearly expressed in the appropriation of incomeJ one aspect of which is the ratio
between the workers' PaY and that
of managerial staff of the enterprises
under self-administration a ratio
which, as Tito himself admits, is one
to twenty and even up to one to fortY,
in Yugoslavia. This means that regardtress of the fact that the whole group
of the working people is recognized
as owning the ,enterprise, in fact the
real own'er is only the small group
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of its

managerial staff, becausg just
like the capitalist owners in the other
bourgeois countries, they appropriate
the unpaid Labour of the working peopIe, not only in the form of very high
salaries, but also

in the form of

sup-

plementary bonuses and the nurnerous
privileges they enjoy. Thus, for exampIe, the managerial and engineeringtechnical staff in the self-administered
enterprises take more than 90 per cent

ot the

bonuses distributed by the enterprises, use the means of produc-

tion as they Iike in their own interests, and ensure Iarge honorari,es
from foreign firms, with which the
self-administered enterprises cooperate.
The dir.ectors of self-administered enterprises have even deposited part of
the large capital. sums they acquire in
various foreign banks. It is precisely
these directors, together with the ca-

dres of the other treading organs of
the republics and the Federation, who
r.eceive even higher salaries and enjoy
even greater bonuses and privileges,
who constitute that neu' bourgeois
class which lives on the unpaid labour
of the working people and makes the
law in Yugoslavia. Under these conditions, the relations betw,een this new
bourgeois class of bureaucrats and
technocrats, on the one hand, and the

ed, ..is a term which gives the oppor-

tunity for distorted interpretations. It
can be understood as the negation of
the dictatorship and the unified managernent. It can be understood as a
postponement of normal democracy or
as a departure from it. (V. L Lenin,
Collected Works, vo]. 32, p. B0). And
the Yugoslav revisionists understand

of production,' in precisely this way and use it for such
purpposes. On the other hand, it is
absurd to negate the socialist state
while aIIegedly accepting the dictatorship of the proletariat in the form
of .direct democracy,', as the Yugos<.democracy

lav revisionists do. The socialist state
and the dictatorship of the proletariat
are identical notions. Therefore, to negate one and to accept the other, in
fact, rneans to be against the dictatorship of the proletariat. Marx,
Engels, Lenin and Stalin ,always spoke about the state of the dictatorship
of the proletariat, about the working
class organized as a ruling class, that
is, organized in the state of the dictatorship of the proletariat. It is absurd to postulate that the working
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the workers have no
legal right either to choose or to demand the replacement of the director
of the enterprise. Formally, "the
workers' council', is proclairned as the
council,,, while

ori"gan which representrs and defend,s
the interests of the working people
and which enjoys a series of compe-

tences regarding the management and

organization of production, but in fact
the lundamental problerrls of self-administered enterprises, for example,

the distribution of income, bonuses, the
setting of wage rates, the engagement

and dismissal of workers, etc. are de-

cided by the director alone. <<The
is a completely formal organ, which the Yugoslav revisionists need oniy in ord,er to trumpet
wor.kers' council*,

that in the

..se1f-admini:strative sys-

tem- the working class allegedly en-

joys real ..democracy,t, whereas, in
fact, the ..workers' councilo defends
and sanctions not the interests of the

will of the director,
because the representativ,es on these
..counciIs,', being corrupted materially,
workers, but the

politically, and ideologically, have been
transformed into members of the stra-

tum of the ..workers' aristocracyo and

class can secure the broadest and most
complete democracy without the state of the dictatorship of the proletariat,
Lenin stressed, that democracy, is a

..workers' bureaucracy-, which is employ,ed by the revisionist state power
as an ideological and political agency

rnasses of working people, on the other,

form o.[ state, therefore even

to

are relations of oppression and

list democracy cannot exist

ex-

ploitation, capitalist relations.
The Yugoslav revisionists endeavour
to present ..the self-administrative so-

cialism" as the <<acrne of the direct
d,emocracy of th,e producers-, which
allegedly places ..man in the centre oI
its attention',, and as the ..true forrn
of the dictatorship of the proletariat".
Criticizing the views on the ..democracy of Droduction" defended by
Bukharin, Lenin stressed ihat this concept is theoretically ,erroneous, because, in the final analysis, any democracy serves production and is determined by production. Therefore,
Lenin considered the attempt to separate ..democracy of production" from
any other democracy to be absur.d.
..Democracy of production," he stress-

socia-

except by
means of the state of the dictatorship
of the proletariat. Negation of the sta-

te of the dictatorship of the protretariat is negation of the dictatorship of
the proletariat, and hence o,f democracy for the masses of working
people.

In fact, although .<direct democracy" for the working people is proclaimed, the constitution of Yugoslavia itself, as weII as the law ..on
the united work", of the year 1976,
proclaims in 1aw that the leader of
the enterprise and its activity is nct
the working class, but the director,
who is absolutely free and independent
discharging his functions. The director has fu11 authority to annul the

in

'decisio,ns

of the so-called

<.workers'

deoeive and coufuse

the working

c1ass.

The fact that the directors of the
of the other c,entral
organs secure incomes that allow them
to lead a life of bourgeois luxury, the
fact that, owing to competition, enterprises close down and workers ane
thrown out on the streets, the fact
that the workers are urged to chase
profits, and so on, clearly indicate not
the democratic character of the *selfadministrative socialist systemo but
the lack of democracy, the existence
of relations of oppression and exploitation which stem from the very basis
of this so-called ..socialist- system,
which, in fact, is capitalist.
In Yugoslavia private ownershiP
over the rneans of production exists,
not only in its disguised form, as <<proenterprises and
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perty administered by groups of
workers", but even in its usual form
and on a large scale. Private property is recognized and defend,ed by 1aw.
Thus, the Yugoslav revisionists have
issued a special law on the encouragement of private enterprises, which
recognizes the right of ..every citizen
to found enterprises,' and <<to employ
Iabour-. Many among these owners,
who are legally entitled to employ up
to five woLkers, in fact, employ mo-

r.e than that, and secure incomes
amounting to several million dinars.
Thus, in Yugoslavia the private capi.
talist sector has become very wjdespr.ead. Its development is encouraged
by the state and is even d.efended
juridically by the Yugoslav constitution, in which it is expressly stated
that ."private employers have the satne economic and social position, the
same rights and obligations as the
working peoptre in the economic and
social organizations.

is complete).y
by small private property,
which covers about 90 per cent of
Yugoslav agriculture
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however, the Yugoslav revisionists
openly rejected the Leninist road oI
coltrectivization, Iabelling lt as a forrn

of crime are flourishing,

of

corne bourgeois, have made themselves

..expr,opriationo

and

..impoverish-

multi-millionaires.

system',. Nowadays, in the Yugoslar'
countryside there are a lew agricul-

portionate development of the various
republ,ics and branches of the economy, the continuous ris,e in prices and
the Ial.1 in the standard of living of

tural cooperatives of the capitalist type, which have a purely commercial
character, because their whole function
is reduced to the collective use of
agricuitural machinery and the collec[ive sale of agricuitural products.
*

*r(
In order to disguise the reestablishtrrent of capitalism in Yugoslavia, the
Yugoslav revisionists present <<the
workers' self-administration- as a <<new
road" to the construction of the true

the arable land. The right to buy and
sell land is recognized, and wage 1abour is used extensively in agriculture. This situation in the Yugoslav
capitalist agriculture is a result of the
dnti-Marxist course which the Yugoslav revisionists follow towards the
countryside. At first, under the pressure of the masses and in order to
dupe them, the Yugoslav revisionists
took some preliminary steps for the
collectivization of their countryside, a1though, in fact, those had a thoroughly
demagogic character. The Yugoslav
countryside has never known even the
beginnings of any socialist reform,

socialist society. In reality, as comrade Enver Hoxha emphasized at the

the socalled <<zadruga" were
a fraud. In fact, right frcrn the start,
the hotrdings of the rich peasants, the
kulaks, were not touched, under the
pretext that *the kulak is useful for
socialism" and that the accumulations
kulak economies were alIegedly indispensable for the construction of the so-called ..selt-administrative socialism', in Yugoslavia. Later,
nrade by the

especialiy

theft, speculation, fraud, etc., by meanj
of which many cadres, who have be-

ment" of the peasants. Thus, even the
ferl, *zadrugia', set up were destroyed
on the pretext that they had not proved their superiority over the indiviciual forms and that allegedly their
esiablishment was a result of the
<<pr'essul'e oi the Stalinist bureaucratic

dominated

because

TODAY

7th Congress, ..Titoite'se1f-administration' has proved to be an ectrectic
bourgeois doctrine which has led tc
permanent political and ideo).ogical
confusion, to weak and disproportionate economic developrnent, to great
social difierentiation, to squabbtres
arnong nationalities, and the degeneration of spiritual life in Yugoslavia',
(Enver Hoxha, Report to the 7th Congress ol the PLA, p. 223),
The present-day reality shows that
an economic-social syster,n with all the
features of capitalism prevails in
Yugoslavia where anarchy and alllound stagnation reign in productiorl
and in the whole of soclal life. In
the Yugoslav capitalist state, today,
democratic centralism and the rotre of
unified treadership by the state have
been completely eliminated. A pronounced sectional, local, and individual anarchist spirit prevails everywhere. In this capitalist state all sorts

In the economic
and social life of Yugoslavia today
those same consequences and phenomena which are characteristic of every

capitalist country are appearing, sucn
as the anarchic and spontaneous, development of production, the dispro-

the working

masses,

and fierce com-

petition among enterprises, which resuits in the shutting down every year
of more than 500 of the weaker enterprises. Industry has been concentrated mainly in Slovenia and Croatia
and in part of Serbia. The income per
head of population in these republics

is two and a half tirnes higher than
in Kosova, Macedonia, and Montenegro, Kosova remalns one of the most
baokward regions of Yugosiavia, with
a very low standard of living and
pronounced backwardness in its economic and cultural development.
One of the phenomena typical of
th,e reestablishment of capitalism in
Yugoslavia is that of the crises, which
are continually hitting the Yugoslav
economy, just as in the other capitalist
and revisionist countries. Thus, during
the past 15 years, the Yugoslav economy has been hit three times by
economic-financial crises, in the years
1961-1962, 1968-1969 and again over the

Iast few years. The crises of the capitalist world are felt with their fult
force in Yugoslavla, too, because the
economy of that country has become
a constituent part of the world capitalist economic system and, consequently, it is obliged to experience
all the commercial and financial troubles of the capitalist world and submit
to all the business fluctuations that
the big monopolies impose on their
weaker partners. The Yugoslav revisionists themselves are obliged to admii
from their own mo'uths: <<our econo-
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mic and social system contains in it-

self chronic instability of

reproduc-

tion,r.

As a result of the anti-Marxist and
anti-socialist policy pursued by the
Yugoslav revisionists, the capital of
the monopolies of the USA, F.G.R.,
France, Britain, Italy, etc., has penetrated extensively into Yugoslavia.
Up to date, Yugoslavia has received
11 billion dollars in loans, which constitute the economic basis of Yugoslav
revisionism. These large loans show
that Yugoslavia does not have an independent economy of its own. They
are also a clear and indisputable indication to refute the absurdities of
opportunists who pretend that Yugoslavia is allegedly building socialism
relying on its own efforts. The Yugoslav r.evisionists, themselves, have
encourag,ed the penetration of foreign
capital by issuing laws which faciIitate foreign capital investments, aiboIishing the state monopoly on foreign
trade, and so on. In this manner, the
Yugoslav ,economy has been made
completely depend,ent on foreign rnonopoli,es, which have captured the key
positions in the Yugoslav economy
and exploit its national riches and
the labour pow,er, thus securing large
profits. The numerous credits received
from the USA, which the Yugoslav
revisionists try to present as though

they serve the construction of sociallsm have a markedly enslaving character. Ifowever, to pretend that imperialism might help in the construction of socialism is an absurdity, just
as ..the developrnent of Yugoslavia on
the basis of self-reliance* is an even
greater absurdity, when it has received more than 7 billion dollars in credits of an out-and-out enslaving cha-

racter from the US.A, alone.
An index of the state of the Yugoslav economy is the balance of payments for the year 1976, which it
closed with a loss of 18 billion dinars.
The various enterprises see continual
price rises as the only way out of
this situation. Thus, in the years 1965-1970 the prices of mass consumption

2 (39),
up by 35 per cent, while
in the period from 1971 to 1973 th,ey
went up a further 61 per cent, and
this rapid rise has continued in the
recent past. During the first B months

goods went

of the year 1977, food prices rose 18.4
per cent, while charges for services
in'creased 13 per cent in the f irst 6
months of that year. Thus th,e people's
cost of living increased 14.6 per cent
in the first B months of 1977.
The phenomenon of unemployment
is also one of the typical manif estations of the Yugoslav capitalist order.
B,eing unable to conceal this phenomenon, the Yugoslav revisionists
themselves are obliged to adrnit that
there is mass unemployment in Yugoslavia, amounting to about one million people out of work. But, at the
same tirne, in self-justification, they
bring forward *theoretical argumentso
that allegedly this unemployment results from the <.modernization" of
production and the <<increas'e of th:.
productivity of labour,'. Such theories
are contrary to the theory and prac-

tice of the construction of genuine
socialism, because one of the superiorities of the socialist order over the
capitalist order is the fact that the
former abolishes un'employment, this
grave an inevitabtre ulcer of the capita ist order, once and for all. However, the unemployment in Yugoslavia
has its source in the capitalist system
which exists there, which cannot
survive in Yugoslavia or anywhere
else without the army of the unemployed, which the bourgeoisie needs
as a means to exploit the labour force
to the maximum by distributing it
and the means of production on the
basis of the action of the law of value,
wherever the greatest profit is to be
made. The Yugoslav bourgeoisie also
uses the army of the unemployed as
a rneans of pressure on those workers
who do have jobs.
Linked with the unemployment in
Yugoslavia there is another phenomenon, also

with grave social conse-

the mass emigration
of the creative living forces. The Yu-

quences, namely,
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goslav revisioni,sts have even given this
ugly capitalist phenomenon legal sanc-

tion by approving the law on

the

right of Yugoslav cltizens to emigrate.
As a result, about 1 milli.on 300 thousand workers, technicians and specialists have had to leave their families and their homeland to sell the
strength of their muscles and brains
to the German, Ft-ench, Belgian, Austrian and othelcapitalists. The characteristic thing is that 54.5 per cent of
the emigrant workers are young, under
thirty years of age. This selling of

in human beings,
is one of the ugliest aspects of the
reality of the capitalist society in Yu-

workers, this traffic

goslavia today.
The degeneration of Yugoslavia into
a capitalist country has also brought
as a consequence also the sharpening
of the class contradictions between
the workers and the n,ew Yugoslav
bourgeoisie. On many occasions, the
workers of the Yugoslav enterprises,
the students and youth have risen in
strikes and protests against oppression
and exploitation, for the improvement

of working and living

conditions,

against the personal enrichment and

corruption of the directors of the
self administered entreprises,

and

so

on. The participants in these movements have expressed not only economic demands but also political protests, calling for ..the abolition of
economic and social differeneeso, ..the
elimination of private enterprises., the

wiping out 61 ..political and moral
corruption- and so on.
Our Party predicted iong ago that
revisionism would g.ive rise in Yugoslavia to feelings of great state chau-

vinism within the Yugoslav Federation and towards other nations, because capitalism oppresses the peoples,

explolts them and rules them by the
The anarchist federalism itself
"r,hip.
and the so caltred <<new structure"

which the Yugoslav revislonists have
established incites conflicts between
nationalities and between r.epublics.
And the truth is that in Yugoslavia,
which is a federation made up ot
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six republics and a number of natiolities, dr-re to the reestablishment of
capitalism and the action of its savage
laws, the national question has long
been a very acute problem and has
brought a,bout a deep crisis. As comrade Enver Hoxha has stressed, the politi,ca1 scene in Yugoslavla is domi-

nated

by the ..Great Serbo and

the

..Great Croat" clans, between which

a

bitter struggie for power and hegemony is going on. This struggl'e has
become more and more acute and on
many occasions has flared up openly.
This is what happened in 1967 when
Tito managed to eliminate the representative of the ..Great Serbs,,, Ran_

their basis in the anti-Marxist ideology and policy of the Yugoslav leadership, in the very nature of the
capitalist social order which has been
established in Yugoslavia and the action of the savage lau,s of this order.
Therefore, they cannot be resolved
either with reforms or with demagogy, as the Yugoslav revisionists are
trying to resolve them. Their reform:
for the creation of the socalled ..collective presidency>, etc., are intended

to

create

the impression of the reenational equality

stablishment of

among the peoples of Yugoslavia, while
their promises to assist the backward
republic have altered nothing in the

kovich. This is also what happened
during the years 1971 to 1973, when
Tito again crushed the efforts of othec
pro-Serbian leaders of republics to
gain hegemony, etc.
Faced with the profound general
national crisis, the Yugoslav Ieadership is using both violence and demagogy. It has tried to present thc
battles for power between various
bourgeois nationalist group as opposition to the interests of the working
class and socialism in Yugoslavia, with
the aim of avoiding any revolutionar;y
outburst of the working class and the
working masses and to win them over,

Yugoslav reality. It is absurd to think
that the bourgeoisie of Croatia, Serbia, etc., with strong and consolidatel

in order to use them as a tool
of its own hegemonic interests. Tc

voidable fellow-travellers of the eoonomic and social order that exists in

this end, this leadership has made an
alleEed <<selfcriticismo, pledging, on
behalf of ..socia1ism", that it will eliminate any ..distortion" and will close
the ..roads," to all negative manifestations and phenomena. For the same
demagogi,c purposes, the Yugoslav revisionists employ slogans of an allegel
return to the positions of the dictatocship of the proletariat and the strengthening of the positions of the working
class, of the struggle against the ..cIall
differentiation,', ..national inequality.,
against nationalism, chauvinism, sepa-

ratism, etc.
However, the severe contradiction,
and clashes over the national question in Yugoslavia are neither accidental nor temporary. They have

economic, polltical, ideological, and
military positions, can ever voluntarily reconclle themselves to the establishment of national and social equality or to contribute voluntarily to the
development of the backward regions
and republics.
The tendencies of the different bourgeois groups to break away from the
centre of the federation, the struggle

and open conflicts for power among
the most porverful groups of the Yugoslav revisionist bourgeoisie, are una-

TODAY

chauvinist policy followed by the Yugoslav revisionists, the national feuds

and national oppression, the unequal
development of the various peoples of
the Yugoslav Federation, and other
facts, ctrearly demonstrate the falsity
of the views of various revisionists
and opportunists who are trying to
pr.esent Yugoslavia as a modr:I of the
solution of the national question,
all'egedly on the basis of the Marxist-Leninist principles.

**

*

The present situation in Yugoslavia
completely confirms the correctness ot
the predictions of the Party of Labour
of Albania, u,hich long ago foresaw
where the anti-Marxist and anti-socia-

list line of the Yugoslav revisionist
leadership would tread Yugoslavia. As
comrade Enver Hoxha said at the ?th
Congress of the PLA, standing loyal
to the interests of the revolution and
socialism and the teachings of Marxism-Leninism, <<our Party will fight
in the future, as it has always done,
to expose the deceptive nature of the
Yugoslav variety of revisionism and
the danger it presents" (Enver Hoxha,
Report to the ?th Congress of the
PLA, p. 224).

Yugoslavia, because they originate from

its capitalist nature. The LCY and its
revisionist leadership are themselve;
the representatives and defenders of
the interests of the new bourgeois class,

They themselves are the bearers and
transmitters of nationalism and chauvinism, of the enmity among nations

and to blame for the

backwardness
of some of them. Therefore, the national
question in Yugoslavia cannot be solved
by means of reforms and promises

within the frarnework of the capitalist
order. The national problem, as Marxism-Leninism teaches us, can be solved only in th,e conditions of genuin,e
socialism and only on the basis of
the Marxist-Leninist principles on the
national question. The hegemonic anrj

I

